Abstract. Conversion efficiency of polycrystalline silicon pn solar cells, which are fabricated using wafers sliced out of B-doped p-type poly-Si ingots, strongly depends on where it is taken from within the ingot. Since the wafers near the bottom or top of the ingot cannot be used for commercial solar cells, the relationship between the conversion efficiency and the temperature dependence of the hole concentration in poly-Si wafers is investigated. It is found that the hole concentrations are classified into three categories. In wafers near the bottom of the ingot it is abnormal because it shows a peak, while the behavior in wafers near the top results from the incorporation of another acceptor species into the wafers or the creation of defects in the wafers besides B acceptors.
Introduction
In order to avoid global warming, solar cells are appropriate for the generation of electricity. Although single crystalline silicon (c-Si) and III-V compound semiconductors have been studied as materials for high conversion efficiency ( ) solar cells, polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) solar cells are suitable for terrestrial solar cells because of reasonable price and moderate . Although commercial poly-Si pn solar cells are usually fabricated from p-type wafers sliced out of B-doped poly-Si ingots, the of poly-Si pn solar cells strongly depends on where it is taken from within the ingot. This indicates that the wafers near the bottom or top of the ingot cannot be used for commercial solar cells. In order to lower the price of poly-Si solar cells, therefore, almost all wafers sliced out of the ingot should be used. In order to investigate the relationship between and the electric properties of B-doped p-type poly-Si wafers, the temperature dependence of the hole concentration ) (T p in the wafer is measured, and the dependence of ) (T p on the position of the wafer within the ingot is studied. The densities and energy levels of acceptors or defects in the wafers are determined using free carrier concentration spectroscopy (FCCS) [1, 2, 3] , which can graphically determine the densities and energy levels of impurities and defects in a semiconductor from ) (T p .
Free Carrier Concentration Spectroscopy
FCCS is a graphical peak analysis method for determining the densities and energy levels of several dopant species without any assumption regarding dopant species, while the number of dopant species should be assumed beforehand in the case of a least-squares fit of the charge neutrality equation to ) (T p [4, 5] . Using an experimental ) (T p , the FCCS signal is defined as [1, 2, 3] 
The FCCS signal has a peak at the temperature corresponding to each acceptor level, where ref E is the parameter that can shift the peak temperature of ) , (
within the temperature range of the measurement, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. From each peak, the density and energy level of the corresponding acceptor species can be accurately determined [6] . On the other hand, the FCCS signal is theoretically derived as [1, 2, 3] ( )
where ( ) 
Experimental
After scrap c-Si with a trace of B was melt at 1500 °C in a silica crucible in an Ar atmosphere, a p-type poly-Si ingot with 69 cm in length, 69 cm in width and 21 cm in height was recrystallized at 1400 °C. The ingot was horizontally sliced into 300-m-thick poly-Si wafers, and then the surfaces of the wafers were polished. The sample was cut into a square 1×1 cm 2 in size from the central part of the wafer in order to avoid the influence of four sides of the ingot. The number of grains in each sample was 5 to 7, and the grain size in each wafer was similar. Ohmic metal (Au with 1 % Ga) was deposited on four corners of the surface, and then the sample was annealed at 400 °C in an Ar atmosphere for 1 min in order to obtain good Ohmic contacts. The 
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Polycrystalline Semiconductors VII Figure 1 shows the dependence of of the poly-Si pn solar cell on the position of the wafer within the ingot, where each was normalized using the highest in C1. In the figure, the relationship between the sample number and the wafer position is indicated. The wafers located between C1 and T3 can be used for commercial solar cells. On the other hand, the decreases rapidly with approaching the bottom or top of the ingot. Figure 2 . In Fig.4 
Results and Discussion
which is derived from Eqs. (1) and (2). Figure 5 shows the experimental ) , ( E D . However, the total density of acceptors at < 80 meV can be determined. Different from the case of T3, there are two deep acceptor species such as ~80 meV and ~188 meV acceptors. The ~90 meV, ~130 meV and ~190 meV defects were reported by Matsuura et al. [8] , and the origins of the defects at ~90 meV and ~190 meV are considered to be a carbon-related complex (C i -C s ) and a divacancy (V-V), respectively. The energy level of an iron-boron complex (Fe-B) is reported to be ~100 meV [9] . At the present time, it is difficult to determine these origins. As is clear from Fig. 3 , the behavior of ) (T p in B1 or B2 is abnormal because the ) (T p shows a peak. Moreover, the values of the ) (T p above 300 K are close to those in C1. Using the ) (T p at < 170 K, the acceptor density and acceptor level are determined by FCCS, which are listed in Table I . As is clear from Table I , the B acceptor density in B2 is higher than that in C1, while the density of all the acceptor species in the wafers near the top is higher than that in C1 and it increases with approaching the top. Figure 7 
Conclusion
The temperature dependence of the hole concentration in wafers sliced out of B-doped poly-Si ingots was investigated, because the conversion efficiency of poly-Si pn solar cells strongly depended on where it was taken from within the ingot. Although the wafers near the bottom or top of the ingot could not be used for commercial solar cells because of low conversion efficiency, the origins in wafers near the top of the ingot showed normal behavior, while the ) (T p in wafers near the bottom showed abnormal behavior because it showed a peak. The acceptor density increased with approaching the top or bottom. However, the increase in the acceptor density resulted from the incorporation of deep acceptors or defects to the wafers near the top, while it arose from the increase in B acceptors in the wafers near the bottom.
